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IWA international exhibition has being hold in Nuremberg from March 9, 2018 to March 12, 2018. This 

year it celebrated its 45th birthday. IWA has been gathering weapons, ammunition, weapons and hunting 

accessories, clothing and footwear, knives and weapons care equipment in several large Messe exhibition 

center pavilions over several years. This is the largest exhibition for Europe, which main activity is civil 

market products. 

 

Ammoterra.com project - online arms exhibition and market took part in the exhibition for the first time 

in 2018. The project goal is to simplify the search for both new dealers for manufacturers and necessary 

goods for dealers. 

 

More than 3,700 companies from 108 countries, including Tanfoglio, Norinco, ISSC, Chiappa and many 

others have already signed up at the website. 

 

Ammoterra.com can be used by all levels companies, participation is free. It is enough to sign up and 

provide contact details in order to post a company’s information. 

 

The project is intended primarily for small and medium-sized companies that need an additional sales 

channel and efficiency in searching for the necessary products. 

 

It is enough to submit a request for the necessary products purchase or search for a weapons dealer in the 

section https://ammoterra.com/for-sellers-buers  in order to start selling or buying products. 

 

Your ad will be seen by hundreds of the website’s visitors and you will be able to choose the desirable 

option from suggested ones. 

 

The project team has being engaged in the arms industry for more than 10 years and understands all the 

industry challenges. Besides our specialists try to build the best platform for our clients. 

 

What are the other reasons for participating in Ammoterra.com? There are lots of! 

 

Firstly, this is the fastest way to find the necessary products; secondly, it's an easy way to announce your 

company and start working with dealers/manufacturers today, thirdly it's an operational tool, you do not 

have to wait for the next exhibition. 

 

Ammoterra.com project team has already shown the first results. We helped small dealers to directly 

reach the producers which are interested for them right at the exhibition. For example, Glarner Waffen 

company from Switzerland managed to place an order at Norinсo plant. By the way, this dealer has being 

unsuccessfully tried to place the order independently for 2 years, but could not reach the person making 

the decision.   

 

Join Ammoterra.com - online arms exhibition, our team will help you to find new dealers or necessary 

products. 

https://ammoterra.com/for-sellers-buers

